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What’s New?
While reading the short stories
from Four Past Midnight, some
self-help-in-promotion books
snuck in there. They’ve set the
tone for the year and this
newsletter. | .04*0/"-@-.3
seem to have the best
soundtracks. That’s how I
found Martin Phipps.
coolmusicltd.com. | A new
break through in knitting!
Also, a repeated pajama
pattern is sewn, this time for
David. | Bread recipes
reigned and granola makes a
debut this winter. | Please
enjoy the newsletter!

10 Second Artist Statement
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Music
The Keeping Room soundtrack
Martin Phipps
The Glimpses

Books
The Artist’s Guide by Jackie
"44&/@&-%
I’d Rather Be In The Studio! by
-930/4"/@&-%
How to Think like Leonardo da
Vinci by Michael J. Gelb
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What is created in the camera is just the beginning. I see a
disturbance in the environment or an object surrounded by unlikely
subjects, and that makes the initial exposure. After the developing
and printing processes I use in the darkroom, the photographs are
enhanced even further by tangible methods, such as embroidery.
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Books continued
Ways of Seeing by John
Berger
Julia Margaret Cameron: A
Critical Biography by Colin
Ford
I Am Not This Body by Barbara
Ess
Four Past Midnight by Stephen
King

Knitting / Sewing
9@234,/*44&%37&"4&2'20.
Maggie Righetti’s pattern. This
is for Annie, my friends Leah
and Janice’s newborn baby.
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Sometimes subtle but always deliberate, the addition of the thread
(or paint or other material) on certain areas of the paper surface
seems to nudge the theme slightly out of the composition and begs
to be touched. These elements help navigate the mystery of the
image and pull what was once past into the present bringing forth a
curiosity about the photograph.
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Trash - a disturbance in the environment
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In Julia Margaret Cameron’s words

Flannel pajamas for David. He
picked out a moose pattern for
the pants contrasting it with a
dark gray top.
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became truly artistic, instead of possessing merely mechanical
excellence.” - Julia Stephen writes about Cameron in the Dictionary
of National Biography ed. by Leslie Stephen, 1882-1900.
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Baking
A lot of bread was made this
winter season. Mostly recipes
from King Arthur Flour and
Peter Reinhart’s book Whole
Grain Breads.

March 17, 2017
“My aspirations are to ennoble Photography and to secure for it
the character and uses of High Art by combining the real and Ideal
"/%3"$2*@$*/(/04)*/(0' 254)#9"--1033*#-&%&604*0/400&429
and beauty.” Cameron writes in a letter to Sir John Herschel, 31
December 1864.
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Homemade granola has
become a staple in our house.
It’s really easy to make.
Mix all ingredients in a big
bowl. Place on a parchment
lined baking sheet. Bake at
;'02 .*/54&334*22*/("4
ten minute intervals.
2 1/2 C old fashioned oats
1/2 C packed brown sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon
3/4 tsp. ginger
3 T canola or coconut oil
1/4 C applesauce
3 T maple syrup, or molasses,
or honey
1/4 to 1/2 C dried fruit
1/4 C chopped nuts
 ?"83&&%3(205/%
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Inside the studio looking out the window, a view noticed while
taking a break from embroidering a photograph.

Right-brained is alright,
right?
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“What is focus - and who has a right to say what focus is the legitimate focus?” Cameron writes in the same
letter as noted above.
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Studio Visit
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